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Construction of Electron Beam Machine 350 keV/10 mA for

Multipurpose Application of Thin Sample at P3TM-BATAN

Darsono

R&D Centre for Advanced Technology, BATAN, Yogyakarta

Background of Research and Development of Electron Beam Technology

In Indonesia the research on electron beam application has been started since a

pilot plant project of radiation technology for surface coating and curing using Electron

Beam (EB) was introduced in 1984 in Centre for Application of Isotopes and Radiation.

International Atomic Energy Agency, United Nation Development Program and the

Government of Indonesia f1mded the pilot plan project. The objective of the pilot plan

was to promote the EB technology for surface coating and curing of woods as well as

both for training and studying technical and economical aspects. To undergo this project

the electron beam machine (EPS 300) fabricated by Nissin Heavy Industry was installed.

This machine has main characteristic as following: maximum electron energy of 300 keV,

maximum electron beam current of 50 mA, scanning width of 120 cm, conveyer speed of

2.5 - 25 m/min, and the cooling Ti-window using liquid nitrogen. This machine had been

used for training and demonstration for some country in Asia excluding Japan for many

times. But since there was problem in the installation of liquid nitrogen in the end of 80 th,

the activity of the electron beam machine is deem even sleep. In the early 901h another

pilot plan project, funded fully by the Indonesian government, was initiated to install a

new electron beam machine (EBM) for R&D of crossfinking of wire and cable. The EBM

was bought from China with the characteristic as the following: maximum electron

energy of 2 MeV, maximum beam current of 10 mA, and scanning width of 120 cm, and

the window cooling using cool air. This machine also has many problems such as

vacuum and accelerator components.
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Status of Research and Development of Electron Beam Technology

Realize to those problems above the top manager of BATAN have decided to

push the engineers and scientist to acquire and handle the electron beam technology. In

1997 the project of construction of electron beam machine of 350 keV/10 mA for multi

purpose applications especially for thin samples for duration of five years was assigned to

the Yogyakarta Nuclear Research Centre (now become R&D Centre for Advanced

Technology) by top leader of BATAN. The main objective of the project is for the

capacity building in the human resource development of the accelerator technology

generally and to handle the electron beam technology especially. The output of the

project is one prototype of EBM 350 keV/10 mA for training and demonstration purposes

especially in operation and maintenance of EBM. Besides this project would give impact

to young scientist on self-confidence in governing and transferring technology from

developed countries. With experience in the construction of low energy ion accelerator

150 keV and in spite of limited budget the scientist and engineering primarily through the

method of leaning by doing have succeeded step by step to construct the component of

EBM 350 keV/10 mA such as E-gun system, high voltage system, vacuum system, beam

optic system, scanning horn window system, beam stopper system, and conveyer

system, and the embedded control system. The specification of the constructed EBM 350

keV/10 mA as shows in Table 1. Detail components of the EBM constructed can be

shown in the photos in the annex.

Table 1. Specification of EBM 350 keV/10 rnA kasi

Description Specification Additional information
Model BA - 350/20/03
Electron energy 350 keV CW type HV design for 50 kV
Beam current 10 mA Pierce type E-Gun design for 20 mA
Scanning beam width (1 200 x 60 mm can be adjusted

Speed of conveyer 0.2 - 30 m/min Computer control

Ti-Window cooling Cool air Nozzle air jet using blower
Electric power 5 kVA Main power 220 V, 60 Hz

Supporting facility
a. Blower Conditional For exhaust of ozone
b. Air Conditioning Conditional. For cooling machine and Ti-window
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The E-gun in the HV ten-ninal can be controlled in two ways in the main of control rod or

fiber optic techniques. The EBM parameters are displayed on the computer. For Egun

parameters the acquisition uses fiber optic technique. The control rod technique works

very well but the fiber optic technique has trouble for HV 150 M The accelerator tube

works in open air so that for 500 keV about 2 meter accelerator tubes are needed. Each

components of EBM have been tested and works well. Now EBM components have been

installed except the scanning horn. The EBM system has been tested and it has a little bit

problem in beam aligni-nent but soon it will be fine. The preliminary commissioning

schedule will be done in September 2003, and the inauguration will held in December

2003.

Future work plan of the application of EBM at P3TM

Because of window cooling system of our EBM, the possible uses of our machine

is for a thin sample which does not need inert gas such as plastic, hydrogel, powder, or

liquid. But to full fill that application the electron beam current should be improved up to

30 mA to reach enough irradiation dose. Also the conveyer should be modified if it will

use for powder sample because of low energy. Another possible use is for natural latex

but it will take two years to construct new high current electron gun to reach the

economic competitive. In the near future collaboration work between country region

should be strengthen not only in the application point a view but also in the technology

point a view so that the economic breakthrough of iradiation system using EBM would

be achievement soon.
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Control panel of EBM 350 keV/10 m-A
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Electron gun, accelerator tube, beam focusing and vacuum system
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......... ...... . ....
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Cockroft Wallton HV, Isotated generator, Power supply's box, Conveyer

....... ... .....

HV power supply's Box
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Scanning horn tube and magnet, beam stopper

Changing the beam monitor
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